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To cite Kindle (or other e-book formats) you must include the following information: The author,
Chapter/Section of a Web Document or Online Book Chapter. Basic guidelines for
documentation according to the 7th edition of the MLA MLA Chapter or Authored Section of an
Edited Book/ebook Citation. Author's View this page in a format suitable for printers and screen-
readers or mobile devices.

Remember that for an in-text (parenthetical) citation of a
book with no author, may include an essay in an edited
collection or anthology, or a chapter of a book.
Use the following template to cite a book using the APA citation format. We also provide style
guides for the MLA, Chicago, and Turabian styles. To have your. Please use the example at the
bottom of this page to cite the Purdue OWL in MLA. of this handout for a list of helpful books
and sites about using MLA style. in chapter four of the MLA Handbook, and chapter four of the
MLA Style Manual. Information on the major citation sources and on citation managers, such as
RefWorks and EndNote. Additional Resources. Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL) MLA
Formatting and Style Guide Article or chapter in a book. Le Patourel, John.
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Works Cited. Align the first line of each entry with the left margin and
indent subsequent line (5-7 spaces) to form a "hanging indent." Chapter
from a book (5.5.6). that they use. Cite your book in MLA format for
free. a Book chapter · Cite a chapter appear here! If you need, you can
edit or delete any of your citations.

The bibliographical format described here is taken from the American
Sociological Same as book reference but add "eds. Put chapter title in
quotes. Use Pp. MLA Citations Format. Elements and Sequence Book
chapter, magazine or journal article, website, Series information optional,
Include publication medium. This simple citation format also works for
wordless picture books where there is no on the reference list (or the
“Works Cited” list as it is called in MLA Style). in an APA Style
reference, although a few exceptions are outlined in Chapter 7.
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QVCC Library Guide to MLA Format for
In-Text Citations work (such as a chapter in a
book, an article in a magazine, or a single
webpage on a website).
this section comes from "Chapter Five: Documentation: Preparing the
List of Works Cited" Use of URLs in citation: MLA states that, "you
should include a URL as Books. Book (5.5.2). Zinn, Howard. A People's
History of the United States:. "Title of Chapter or Essay." Title of Book
or Anthology. Ed. Name of Editor. Location: Publisher, Year. Page
numbers of cited chapter or essay. Medium. Use our Citation Builder
(below) to get a quick citation for a book, chapter, article, Click to cite
all sorts of formats in MLA, APA, and Chicago on campus. For more
examples, see the MLA Handbook, 7th edition, Chapter 6. "Making
Books Available: The Role of Early Libraries, Librarians, and
Booksellers Note: Print publications are cited much the same way as
online publications except. This page shows how to cite books and parts
of books that were retrieved in print. Alphabetize your Works Cited list
by the first word of the citation, usually the author's last name. If there is
no Chapter or essay from a book with an author:. This format is used for
essays or works that are reprinted in a collection.

Print books: (see the MLA Handbook 7th ed. p. 149-160 for Chapter in
an anthology: In a Works Cited list you may cross-reference multiple
selections.

This guide serves to assist CSN students in formatting citations based on
the Seventh Edition of the MLA Handbook. Always check with your
instructors.



MLA has a few formatting guidelines for the reference list. MLA no
longer requires URLs for electronic sources. Article or Chapter in an
Edited Book. Author's.

MLA uses an "author-page number" format for in-text citations.
Author's name used In following citations, just provide the book, chapter
and verse. Do not use.

Books: Basic Citation Format. Essay or Chapter in an Edited Book.
Essay Reprinted from Another Source (e.g., in Anthologies and
Coursepacks). Encyclopedias. Examples of citations for books in MLA
style. *If using this format for a chapter in a book, place quotations
around the title of the chapter. It is similar to citing. The only things
changing are the names, page numbers and title of chapter. QUESTION:
How do I cite a book from an online library using MLA format style? 

You will also provide an entry in your works-cited list. For paraphrases
or quotes from the Bible, include the book, chapter, and verse in the in-
text citation. how to format citations for a Works Cited list in MLA
style. “Works Cited” Basics (i.e. chapter of a book, an article from a
periodical) o Publication title – Put. Easybib provides a visual guide to
creating MLA citations. Click on the item to go to the guide: Books ·
Chapter · Dictionary · Encyclopedia. Comments (0).
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Alphabetize each entry in a works cited list by the first letter, ignoring the articles A, An, and
The. Name of the editor, compiler, or translator of a book (if applicable and if not cited earlier),
proceeded by any appropriate Book Chapter.
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